Low-power wireless communication is a central building block of Cyber-physical Systems and the Internet of Things. Conventional low-power wireless protocols make avoiding packet collisions a cornerstone design choice. The concept of synchronous transmissions challenges this view. As collisions are not necessarily destructive, under specific circumstances, commodity low-power wireless radios are often able to receive useful information even in the presence of superimposed signals from different transmitters. We survey the growing number of protocols that exploit synchronous transmissions for higher robustness and efficiency as well as unprecedented functionality and versatility compared to conventional designs. The illustration of protocols based on synchronous transmissions is cast in a conceptional framework we establish, with the goal of highlighting differences and similarities among the proposed solutions. We conclude the paper with a discussion on open research questions in this field.
INTRODUCTION
Cyber-physical Systems (CPS) and the Internet of Things (IoT) blur the boundary between the physical and cyber domains, enabling powerful applications in areas as diverse as industrial automation, smart health, and ambient intelligence [67, 106] . Their concrete realization relies on embedded hardware and software with distinctive features. Crucially, to enable pervasive and untethered deployments, the devices communicate wirelessly and are powered by batteries or small capacitors that store limited amounts of energy, possibly harvested from the environment [9] .
Fundamental design trade-offs are pursued to stay within the small energy budgets. Lowcomplexity physical layers enable low-power wireless transceiver implementations, but this comes at the cost of low data rates (tens of kbit/s to a few Mbit/s) and limited communication ranges (tens of meters to a few kilometers) depending on the technology. IEEE 802. 15 and Sigfox belong to the corresponding class of long-range technologies. In addition, the radios and other device components are duty cycled by switching them on and off based on application requirements and communication demands to reduce energy consumption; however, a device cannot receive any packet while its radio is off.
The goal of minimizing energy consumption is thus at odds with other key performance objectives, such as increasing the fraction of packets delivered to the destinations across the unreliable wireless channel, which impacts reliability, or reducing the time needed to do so, which affects latency. Because of limited communication ranges, multi-hop communication is often employed whereby intermediate nodes relay packets from sources to destinations, which further compounds the LoRa. Thus, millions of cheap microcontroller-based devices deployed around the world support synchronous transmissions out of the box. The gains and benefits of synchronous transmissions over link-based transmissions range from orders of magnitude lower latencies [24] and energy consumption [47] to providing the ability functionality such as virtual synchrony [35] that was previously thought unfeasible [107] . Researchers from academia and industry also built on the concept of synchronous transmissions when participating to international scientific competitions [102] , demonstrating, for example, the robustness of this technique even under severe interference from co-located networks. Synchronous transmissions thereby offer protocol designers a radically different perspective and unprecedented possibilities. Nevertheless, compared to traditional protocols built on link-based transmissions, the use of synchronous transmissions is often based on different assumptions, requires modified protocol layering and architectures, and demands alternative approaches to evaluating performance. Fig. 2 shows the take-up of synchronous transmissions over time for the design of communication protocols and network services in the peer-reviewed publications we include in this survey, demonstrating the growing interest. Following pioneering work that appeared between 2010 and 2012, the bulk of the technical and scientific contributions is arguably found in the last five to six years. As the body of published material grows, it is now time to consolidate the knowledge and to reflect on what are the challenges and opportunities yet to be explored. A recent tutorial [16] makes a first attempt toward this goal, but covers only a small fraction of the published material and does not present a conceptual framework that elicits the similarities and differences among existing solutions. Contribution and road-map. This paper presents an extensive analysis of the use of synchronous transmissions in the design of low-power wireless communication protocols and network services. Coherently surveying the topic requires the necessary background for readers to build upon. Sec. 2 provides a primer on synchronous transmissions in low-power wireless communications, focusing on the conditions and effects that enable a successful packet reception in the presence of collisions and the resulting benefits. Readers interested in a more detailed treatment of the underlying physical-layer principles are referred to our complementary paper [6] , which also surveys works seeking to understand and improve the reliability of the synchronous transmission technique itself.
Sec. 3 represents the core of this paper. It contributes an extensive analysis and classification of existing low-power wireless communication protocols employing synchronous transmissions. The semantics we associate to this term defines the scope of our work: In low-power wireless networks, a communication protocol is regarded as providing applications with functionality for data collection, data dissemination, or peer-to-peer interactions [29, 45, 54, 64, 72, 83, 86, 87] . Therefore, a communication protocol enables the exchange of user-defined data among physical devices, therefore offering an even minimal programming interface that allows applications to
A PRIMER ON SYNCHRONOUS TRANSMISSIONS IN LOW-POWER WIRELESS
This section provides a brief overview of the physical-layer principles that enable synchronous transmissions on off-the-shelf low-power wireless platforms, and works out the key advantages of synchronous transmissions especially from a protocol design perspective.
Receiving in the Presence of Packet Collisions
Understanding under what circumstances a node can successfully receive a packet in the presence of collisions motivated a wealth of research [73, 128] . Current knowledge indicates that three effects play an important role, often in combination, depending on the receiver implementation and on the properties of the incoming signals: capture effect [69] , message-in-message effect [81] , and constructive interference [36] . We briefly discuss these physical-layer effects in the following, focusing on the most relevant aspects needed as background for the remainder of this article. For a more comprehensive description we refer the reader to our complementary paper [6] . Capture and message-in-message effects. The capture effect enables a receiver to correctly receive one of the synchronously transmitted packets if the incoming signals satisfy certain power and timing conditions. Specifically, the difference in received power between one signal and the sum of all other signals plus noise must exceed the capture threshold. If such strongest signal arrives first, the receiver will correctly receive it with high probability, while treating all other signals as noise. Otherwise, if such strongest signal arrives after a weaker signal, it must do so within the capture window, that is, before the receiver finishes receiving the preamble of the earlier packet. The reason is that, after receiving the first valid preamble, low-power wireless radios suspend preamble search until they have received the complete packet. Thus, the radio cannot "switch" to a stronger signal if it arrives too late, resulting in an erroneous reception as the stronger signal destroys the weaker signal.
The capture threshold and capture window depend on the physical layer. For example, using IEEE 802.15.4 radios with O-QPSK modulation in the 2.4 GHz band, experimental studies report a capture threshold of 2-3 dB [26, 63, 73] and a capture window of 128 µs [131] . The capture effect is a general phenomenon already exploited in a variety of other popular wireless technologies, such as BLE [96] , Bluetooth [18] , IEEE 802.11 variants [68] , LoRa [13] , and sub-GHz radios [127] .
The message-in-message effect essentially plays like the capture effect, but without a timing condition. It may occur with more advanced radios, for example, certain Wi-Fi transceivers, that also perform preamble search after the reception of a valid preamble [81] . Such radios can "abort" an ongoing reception and "switch" to another signal that exceeds the capture threshold, possibly also multiple times. Eventually the strongest of all overlapping signals is received with high probability. Because it does not matter when the strongest signal arrives, the probability of correctly receiving a message despite a collision is higher than with radios that only feature the capture effect. Constructive interference. If all signals arrive with similar power, a successful reception is only possible if the transmitted packets are identical and so-called constructive interference occurs [36] . True constructive interference means that the signals perfectly overlap, that is, there are no time and phase offsets. However, even if transmitters can compensate for different path delays, and thus make the signals arrive without time and phase offsets at the receiver, the phase offsets would vary throughout the reception because of different carrier frequencies across the transmitters.
Carrier frequency offsets are inevitable without a shared clock: the radios' oscillators generating the carriers run asynchronously at different frequencies within a certain tolerance range. For example, according to the IEEE 802.15.4 standard, the oscillators are allowed to drift by up to ±40 ppm, which translates into a maximum carrier frequency offset of 192 kHz between sender and receiver for the 2.4 GHz band. Thus, in a real network of commodity low-power wireless devices, true constructive interference is highly improbable. Rather, studies reporting higher median and variance in received power suggest that, as a result of the carrier frequency offsets, there are alternating periods of constructive and destructive interference during a reception [28, 63, 73, 125] .
Periods of destructive interference can cause bit errors at the receiver, and without additional measures those lead to an erroneous packet reception. One possible measure is a channel code that enables a receiver to correct a certain number of bit errors. For example, the direct-sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) technique used by 2.4 GHz IEEE 802.15.4 radios tolerates twelve incorrect bits (called chips) per symbol. With this error-correction capability, a receiver is able to successfully receive an entire packet despite a range of possible carrier frequency offsets if the time offset among the signals is less than 0.5 µs [73] . The ability to cope with carrier frequency offsets is strongly related to the receiver implementation, especially whether the demodulator works in a coherent or non-coherent fashion (e.g., O-QPSK or MSK in case of 2.4 GHz IEEE 802.15.4) [33] . This may explain empirical results indicating that synchronous transmissions work even in the absence of a suitable error-correcting mechanism [4] , such as most BLE variants or certain sub-GHz radios.
In summary, although the term constructive interference is technically incorrect and somewhat misleading, it nonetheless describes the fact that it appears to a link-layer protocol as if the transmissions interfere constructively, whereas the underlying carrier signals do not. The impact of physical-layer parameters, receiver implementations, and error-correction mechanisms on the occurrence of constructive interference is an important topic for future research (see Sec. 5).
Benefits of Synchronous Transmissions
As discussed, synchronous transmissions only work under certain conditions. It is not obvious whether it is easy or difficult to meet those conditions, and if doing so can improve the communication performance and reliability compared to link-based transmissions. To illustrate this, let us assume that the link from node A to the receiver R in Fig. 1a is of excellent quality, that is, it has a packet reception ratio (PRR) very close to 100 % when using link-based transmissions. In this case, it is extremely unlikely that the PRR at the receiver R improves when nodes B and C transmit synchronously with node A. It is much more likely that the PRR with synchronous transmissions slightly degrades because a certain chance exists that none of the above physical-layer effects occurs [73] , and a packet collision rather happens that prevents any packet from being correctly received. Although real-world experiments show that synchronous transmissions improve PRR for low-and medium-quality links [122] , this alone does not explain the increasing popularity of synchronous transmissions in low-power wireless systems.
The works reviewed in this and our complementary paper [6] demonstrate that creating the conditions under which synchronous transmissions work in real-world low-power power wireless networks is possible with no or only little overhead in a wide range of realistic settings. Synchronous transmissions are thereby demonstrated to provide key benefits over link-based transmissions:
(1) Sender diversity. Compared to link-based transmissions, the presence of multiple transmitters allows a receiver to benefit from sender diversity. If the transmitters are at least one carrier wavelength apart (e.g., about 0.125 m at 2.4 GHz), their wireless links to the receiver are uncorrelated with high probability [119] . It is therefore unlikely that all links suffer fading or other adverse effects at the same time. This increases the chances of successful reception at a common receiver, compared to the expected reliability of link-based transmissions in comparable conditions and unless the pair-wise links are already near-perfect. (2) Simplicity. The observation that packet collisions are not necessarily harmful questions the need for information and mechanisms to avoid them. This includes the collection of information about the network state, such as a node's neighbors and the corresponding link qualities, as well as mechanisms like link estimators, link schedulers, and carrier sense multiple access (CSMA). These and other mechanisms are used extensively by conventional low-power wireless protocols to enable efficient and reliable multi-hop communication. The opportunity to drop them enables dramatically simpler protocol designs.
These are the only benefits provided by the concept of synchronous transmissions itself. They are, however, fundamental in that they offer protocol designers a radically different perspective and unprecedented possibilities compared to link-based transmissions. The extent to which these possibilities and benefits are exploited and possibly combined with other higher-level mechanisms depends on the (multi-hop) protocol design; existing solutions show that the potential end-to-end gains are diverse and enormous. For example, the degree of sender diversity is a function of the node density and the number of active synchronous transmitters, and can be combined with other forms of diversity including receiver diversity, obtained in settings with more than one receiver, frequency diversity, when nodes use channel hopping, and temporal diversity, when a message is transmitted multiple times and possibly by different sets of synchronous transmitters.
Based on this, multi-hop communication protocols have been designed whose logic is independent of the network state and whose performance can be accurately modeled by simple discrete-time Markov chains [34, 138] . On the other hand, nothing prevents protocol designers from leveraging long-lived network state for optimizing performance in specific scenarios, possibly at the cost of reduced robustness to network dynamics. The following two sections analyze the many ways in which synchronous transmissions have been used in the design of low-power wireless communication protocols and network services.
SYNCHRONOUS TRANSMISSIONS IN COMMUNICATION PROTOCOLS
This section analyzes existing multi-hop communication protocols built on synchronous transmissions. To this end, we first identify key protocol characteristics allowing us to separate out the fundamental features of a protocol's design, independent of its concrete implementation. Fig. 3 depicts the taxonomy resulting from this analysis, which also serves as road-map and reference throughout this section. For every dimension of the taxonomy, we describe one protocol in more detail to exemplify a given feature, and briefly comment on other protocols whenever these build on
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Existing protocols using synchronous transmissions are extremely diverse in terms of performance goals, design features, and implementation. This diversity is also often reflected in different evaluation methodologies used in the original papers, ranging from, for example, simulations and table-top experiments to large-scale experiments on public testbeds. It is therefore impossible to quantitatively compare existing communication protocols in a fair way based on performance results reported in the original papers. For this reason, we focus on providing a qualitative comparison, and identify rigorous benchmarking as an important direction for future work (see Sec. 5).
Communication Pattern
We begin by considering the communication patterns supported by existing protocols. With this we refer to the intent of the protocol, that is, the communication patterns offered to higher-level protocols or applications, and not to the protocol implementation. We distinguish protocols that
• support exactly one sender;
• support any number of senders between one and all, referred to as many;
• support only scenarios in which all nodes in the network operate as senders.
The number of receivers, on the other hand, indicates the number of distinct physical devices that the protocol intends to deliver data to. We distinguish protocols that transmit data to Table 1 . Overview of synchronous transmission based communication protocols surveyed in Sec. 3, classified according to our taxonomy in Fig. 3 . Protocols marked in bold are those described as the representative example of the corresponding dimension in our taxonomy. We abbreviate end-to-end by e2e.
Protocol Communication pattern Traffic pattern Type of packets Reliability mechanisms

Network state
Glossy [36] One-to-all • exactly one node in the network;
• any number of nodes between one and all, referred to as many; • all nodes in the network.
The above distinction results in nine different classes. However, as we shall see below, concrete instances of protocols found in the literature only fall into a subset of these classes.
3.1.1 One-to-all. Approaches that enable a sender to transmit packets to all other nodes in the network belong to this class; relevant examples include network flooding protocols that send single packets and data dissemination protocols that send multiple packets forming a larger data object. Example → Glossy: An example of a one-to-all communication protocol that uses synchronous transmissions is Glossy [36] . Glossy provides network flooding and optionally time synchronization. The work has played a seminal role in the evolution of research in this area as many communication protocols and network services build on or take inspiration from it.
The single sender in Glossy is called initiator. It starts the flooding process by transmitting the packet, while all other nodes in the network have their radio in receive mode. Provided propagation delays are negligible, the one-hop neighbors of the initiator receive the packet all at the same time. Glossy then makes these nodes retransmit the received packet so that the retransmission delay is constant and equal for all involved devices. This way, the one-hop neighbors of the initiator that received the packet retransmit it at nearly the same time. Because these nodes are all sending the same packet, constructive interference can occur in the way described in Sec. 2. This enables the two-hop neighbors of the initiator to receive and retransmit the packet, and so on.
To ensure a constant retransmission delay, Glossy executes a minimal, deterministic sequence of operations between packet reception and packet retransmission. State-of-the-art radios offer features allowing to completely avoid this software processing. Further, Glossy floods are confined to reserved time slots, where no other tasks (application, operating system, etc.) are allowed to execute on a node. This avoids interference on shared resources, which would cause unpredictable jitter. Due to its operation, Glossy also enables nodes to time-synchronize with the initiator.
Without retransmission delay, Glossy achieves the theoretical lower latency bound for one-to-all communication of a single packet in multi-hop networks using half-duplex radios. By retransmitting the packet a configurable number of times during a flood, Glossy exploits different forms of diversity for high reliability. The diversity also de-correlates packet receptions and losses [57, 138] , which simplifies modeling and the design of higher-level functionality such as feedback controllers [79] . Nodes do not maintain any network state, which makes Glossy highly robust to network dynamics resulting from moving or failing nodes, interference from co-located wireless networks, etc. Completing the picture. The Spine Constructive Interference-based Flooding (SCIF) protocol [123, 124] extends Glossy with a topology-control mechanism that makes it scale to high-density or large-scale networks, where the authors report that the performance of synchronous transmissions degrades. RedFixHop [32] uses the same transmission technique as Glossy, but encodes the payload in the Medium Access Control (MAC) packet sequence number. Upon the reception of a packet, a node forwards it using hardware-generated acknowledgments. Because of the deterministic operation of the radio hardware, the retransmission delay is further reduced and better aligned across senders. Less is More (LiM) [136] uses reinforcement learning to reduce the number of transmissions during a Glossy flood for improved energy efficiency, while maintaining high flooding reliability. BlueFlood [4] demonstrates one-to-all communication using synchronous transmissions over BLE's physical layer. Unlike Glossy and taking inspiration from [74] , a node in BlueFlood performs N back-to-back synchronous transmissions after receiving a packet for increased efficiency, and switches channel after each transmission and reception for increased reliability.
While Glossy floods a single packet, a number of dissemination protocols have been designed to distribute multiple packets forming a larger data object. The protocols mainly differ in the way they use pipelined Glossy floods over multiple channels with different forms of packet coding to disseminate all packets quickly and reliably. Splash [22] uses XOR coding and Pando [23, 24] uses Fountain coding, but both protocols assign channels to nodes based on their hop distance from the sender. Ripple [132] , instead, assigns channels to packets and uses an erasure code. These protocols rely on information about the network topology (e.g., for channel assignment), which makes them suitable for scenarios in which the nodes are stationary throughout the dissemination process.
3.1.2 One-to-one. One-to-one protocols enable communication between a specific sender-receiver pair in a multi-hop network. This type of communication primitive is beneficial if the information contained in a message is relevant for-or should be received by-only one destination node. Example → CXFS: One of the first synchronous transmission based protocols that specifically target one-to-one communication is Concurrent Transmissions with Forwarder Selection (CXFS) [15] . Before the data exchange starts, CXFS performs a two-way handshake between the sender and the intended receiver. During this handshake, the nodes determine whether they are forwarders on a shortest path between the source and the destination. These nodes are included in the forwarder set and remain active to relay messages between the sender and the receiver, whereas all other nodes switch their radios off to save energy. Using a tunable parameter, the boundary b, the forwarder set can be enlarged to make the data exchange more reliable at the cost of higher energy consumption.
While in Glossy a packet is retransmitted immediately upon reception, CXFS uses a dedicated schedule to organize packet transmissions. In particular, every one-to-one data exchange occurs in time slots of fixed length and a given number of frames are included in each time slot. At the beginning of the first frame in a slot, the node assigned to that slot can initiate the transmission of a packet. Nodes receiving this packet will retransmit it at the beginning of the next frame, and so on. This way of implementing synchronous transmissions is possible if the time synchronization among nodes is sufficiently accurate to guarantee a precise alignment of frames and slots. Completing the picture. LaneFlood [14] is similar to CXFS, but operates directly on top of Glossy and lets nodes join the forwarder set with a given probability (refer to Sec. 3.2.1 for a more detailed description). In a similar vein, the Practical Packet Pipeline (P 3 ) protocol [21] supports the one-toone transmission of multiple messages (i.e., bulk traffic) along node-disjoint paths determined at a base station, based on global network-topology information collected beforehand (see Sec. 3.5.3 for details). Sparkle [133] also targets one-to-one communication by carefully selecting subsets of nodes that participate in Glossy-like floods. It uses a dedicated transmission-power and topology-control mechanism that seeks to boost the performance of synchronous transmissions. The Reinforcement (RFT) protocol [135] builds upon Sparkle to further improve reliability and energy efficiency, using a time-division multiple access (TDMA) approach for scheduling individual messages.
3.1.
3 Many-to-many. Protocols in this category are capable of disseminating messages from any subset of nodes in the network (senders) to any other desired subset of nodes (receivers). Many-tomany communication is the most universal pattern and essential for many applications and system services, including data replication (e.g., for increased fault tolerance [101] ), certain programming abstractions [85] , and distributed control tasks (e.g., to coordinate a swarm of aerial drones [92] ). Example → LWB: The Low-power Wireless Bus (LWB) [34] provides to a higher-layer protocol and the application the abstraction of a shared bus, wherein each node can potentially receive all transmitted messages. As shown in Fig. 4 , LWB organizes communication into rounds, which occur with a variable period T . A communication round contains up to n slots. Every slot serves to transmit one message from a sender to all other nodes in the network using a Glossy flood; messages are Fig. 4 . Many-to-many communication in LWB (taken from [34] ). LWB structures communication into rounds. A round contains a series of slots, N 1 , . . . , N n , each of which serves to transmit one message using a Glossy flood.
then filtered at the receiver side and passed to a higher-layer protocol or the application only if the node is one of the intended receivers, as specified in the message header. That is, LWB realizes many-to-many communication through a series of one-to-all transmissions followed by message filtering. If the number of messages to be sent exceeds the maximum number of slots n in a round, the many-to-many communication extends across multiple consecutive rounds.
When a node intends to send or receive messages, it first needs to notify LWB's central coordinator, called host. To this end, a node sends a stream request in a contention slot, which is a dedicated slot that is not assigned to a specific sender. For prospective senders the stream request contains, among others, the inter-packet interval with which the stream generates new packets. A node can request multiple streams and dynamically modify or remove a stream by sending a corresponding request to the host. At the end of each round, the host computes the communication schedule for the next round based on all active streams. The host transmits this schedule twice for increased reliability: in the last slot of the current round and in the first slot of the next round. Nodes use the first slot (i.e., Glossy flood) in each round also to (re)synchronize with the host. As a result, all nodes share a common notion of time, which enables LWB's globally time-triggered operation. Completing the picture. Several protocols and services (see Sec. 4) adopt sequential Glossy floods from LWB, but use a different scheduler and modify the structure of rounds. For instance, in the Wireless Transparent Sensing Platform (WTSP) [115] , a sink node schedules many-toone communication toward itself, one-to-many dissemination from itself, and one-to-one "ping" messages between itself and any other node in the network. WTSP exploits the fact that one end of the communication is always the sink for end-to-end retransmissions based on implicit acknowledgments. Blink [139] provides real-time communication among arbitrary sets of senders and receivers. Stream requests have an additional relative deadline that specifies the maximum time between the generation of a packet and its reception. The Blink scheduler allocates slots in an earliest-deadline-first manner, using an admission-control scheme to ensure that all stream requests can be served. With this Blink guarantees that any received packet meets its deadline.
A few many-to-many protocols depart from sequential one-to-all flooding. For example, Byte-Cast [97] targets the many-to-many exchange of small data items, using an approach where senders adjust their transmit power during a synchronous transmission so a receiver can capture data items from different senders. Instead, Codecast [84] and Mixer [42] employ network coding to achieve a better scalability with the number of messages to be exchanged (see Sec. 3.3.2 for details). Although these protocols deliver every message to all nodes by default, packet filtering as in LWB can be used to only pass messages to the higher layers if the node is an intended receiver.
3.1.4
Many-to-one. Protocols in this class enable multiple source nodes in the network to transmit data to a sink node, which may provide connectivity to edge and cloud computing infrastructure. Example → Crystal: Crystal [47] is a data collection protocol for aperiodic traffic. Nodes wake up at the beginning of an epoch, which consists of a short active phase and a long sleep phase. The active phase starts with a Glossy flood by the sink to synchronize the nodes. One or multiple pairs of slots follow. The first slot of every pair is similar to a contention slot in LWB: Multiple nodes with pending traffic may concurrently initiate a Glossy flood with a different packet. In the second slot, the sink acknowledges the reception of one of the packets due to the capture effect-or the reception of no packet-through another Glossy flood. Nodes whose packet is not acknowledged retransmit it in the first slot of the next pair. The sink enters the sleep phase if it does not receive any packet for a pre-defined number of consecutive slots. A distributed termination policy ensures that all other nodes also go to sleep after a certain number of slots with no network activity.
Crystal demonstrates that this functioning can translate into a highly energy-efficient runtime operation when combined with data prediction. The key idea of data prediction is that the sink estimates the physical quantity being sensed using a model. Thus, instead of periodically reporting its sensor readings, a node only sends a model update (i.e., metadata) to the sink if the difference between the sensor reading and the model prediction exceeds a threshold. Previous studies have shown that this approach can significantly reduce the number of data transmissions [95, 99] . As aperiodic model updates should be received by the sink, an enhanced version of Crystal [48] adds channel hopping and noise detection to increase the protocol's resilience to interference. Completing the picture. Another synchronous transmission based protocol that targets manyto-one communication is Choco [116] , in which the sink schedules a Glossy flood for each packet including end-to-end retransmissions. The scheduler in Sleeping Beauty [100] also runs at the sink. It uses information about each node's one-hop neighbors to determine connected subsets of active nodes that transmit their packets, one after another, to the sink using Glossy-like floods, while all other nodes are put to sleep. The protocol proposed by Zimmerling et al. [138] directly builds upon LWB [34] and assumes that the sink and the host are the same physical device. The protocol also performs end-to-end retransmissions. Moreover, each node piggybacks a few quantities about its runtime operation on the packets. Feeding this information into models, the sink can provide probabilistic reliability guarantees and predict the long-term energy consumption of each node.
3.1.5 All-to-all. Protocols in this class enable all nodes in a network to share data with each other, forming the basis for network-wide agreement or for computing a network-wide aggregate. Example → Chaos: The first synchronous transmission based protocol specifically designed for this purpose is Chaos [65] . In Chaos, a designated node starts an all-to-all interaction by transmitting its message. When a node receives a message, it combines its own data with the received data according to a merge operator, then transmits the combined data synchronously with other nodes. A merge operator can be, for example, a function that computes the maximum of a set of numbers or that concatenates a node's own and the received data. To avoid unnecessary transmissions, nodes are only allowed to transmit if they have new information to share. Whether there is new information to share is determined using flags inside each message, where each flag is mapped to a node in the network: A node sets a flag to 1 if it has (directly on indirectly) received the data of the corresponding node by computing the XOR of its own flags and the received flags. Once a node sees that all flags are set to 1 (i.e., it has received data from all nodes), it blindly transmits the resulting message multiple times to allow other nodes to quickly reach completion.
Completing the picture. The many-to-many protocols from above also support all-to-all communication. The main difference is that these protocols are meant for exchanging messages-they are pure communication protocols-whereas Chaos also performs in-network processing, allowing it to combine the data from all nodes into a single aggregate that is ultimately known to all nodes.
Traffic Pattern
We next classify synchronous transmission based communication protocols according to their traffic pattern. We thereby refer to the temporal pattern of transmitted packets inside the network as determined by the protocol logic, which may be different from the pattern with which packets are generated by the application. We distinguish protocols that transmit packets • in a time-triggered fashion, including periodic and aperiodic traffic as governed, for example, by a schedule that is computed online or offline to determine when packets can be sent; • in an event-triggered fashion, that is, packets can be sent instantaneously at any point in time with respect to the timescale of a packet's airtime (i.e., initial delay of a few milliseconds).
Time-triggered.
These protocols rely on a network-wide notion of physical or logical time to plan in advance when packet transmissions can occur. Typically, this information is encoded in a global communication schedule, which is distributed to all nodes to drive the network operation.
Example → LaneFlood: LaneFlood [14] uses a network-wide schedule to carry data traffic to and from nodes in an aperiodic fashion. Time in LaneFlood is divided into sessions, and each session contains several rounds. Communication occurs at the end of each round in allocated communication slots. A node designated as the initiator always sends a message during the first slot of each session. This message is used to synchronize the network and to let the initiator indicate whether or not it has data to transmit. If it has, the intended destination of the communication attempt replies, resulting in a handshake similar to CXFS [15] . If it the designated initiator has no data, other nodes with data use the second slot in the session to send their communication requests. After the handshake, nodes in LaneFlood remain active only if they belong to the forwarder set, defined as in CXFS. However, instead of considering a fixed boundary b, LaneFlood lets nodes on a non-shortest path join the forwarder set according to a given probability. To tune this probability LaneFlood exposes a protocol parameter called the slack. This mechanism allows LaneFlood to include fewer nodes than CXFS in the forwarder set, saving energy without sacrificing reliability. Completing the picture. Indeed, Table 1 shows most synchronous transmission based protocols exhibit a time-triggered traffic pattern. While some of these protocols focus on periodic traffic, such as Blink [139] and Sleeping Beauty [100] , others are geared toward aperiodic traffic, such as WTSP [115] and Crystal [47, 48] . Nevertheless, they all plan well in advance when end-to-end transmissions can occur, possibly without specifying the concrete sender. The main reason is the need to minimize idle listening when using active radios that draw significant power even when there is no ongoing packet transmission or reception.
Event-triggered.
A few event-triggered protocols exist that do not require a persistent, global notion of time and enable nodes to transmit packets without any prior request or advance planning. Example → Zippy: Zippy [110] provides on-demand one-to-all communication: individual packets are flooded upon an asynchronous network wake-up triggered by the sender. To this end, Zippy addresses several challenges associated with enabling synchronous transmissions using low-complexity on-off keying (OOK) transmitters and always-on ultra-low power OOK receivers serving as wake-up radios. When the network is idle, the transmitters of all nodes are off, but their wake-up receivers are still able to detect the presence of an incoming packet transmission while dissipating very little power (i.e., on the order of a few microwatt). When a node detects an event, it simply starts sending its message with a specific preamble using its OOK transmitter. Neighboring nodes detect this preamble using their wake-up receivers, quickly turn on their transmitters, and then participate in propagating the message through the network using synchronous transmissions.
Zippy is suited to rapidly disseminate rare, unpredictable events. Time-triggered protocols would waste significant amounts of energy to capture these events with low latency. This is because the nodes would need to wake-up frequently to check whether there is an event to be disseminated. However, since events occur only very rarely, the energy spent for these wake-ups is wasted. Completing the picture. The Event-based Low-power Wireless Bus (eLWB) [113] supports eventtriggered traffic, based on a commodity node platform with a single active radio. When idle, eLWB schedules very short periodic rounds that contain only one event contention slot. When the need to communicate arises (e.g., when an event is detected), one or multiple nodes send the same short, pre-defined packet in the event contention slot. Then, eLWB immediately schedules an event round, allowing all nodes to transmit their event and possibly request more bandwidth in future rounds.
BLITZ [111, 112] combines the wake-up radio technique from Zippy [110] with Glossy-based data dissemination. Specifically, the wake-up radio is only used to coordinate the start of a LWB-like communication round. Compared with eLWB, BLITZ spares the overhead of periodic communication rounds, as these occur only when at least one event of interest is detected. This approach greatly reduces the worst-case latency in communicating the occurrence of an event.
Type of Packets
Motivated by the physical-layer phenomena enabling synchronous transmissions and the associated requirements affecting protocol design (e.g., in terms of timing), we distinguish protocols that
• ensure that always only identical data packets overlap in a synchronous transmission;
• allow for different data packets to overlap in a synchronous transmission.
As before, we refer to the intent of a communication protocol, not to what may accidentally happen at runtime. Furthermore, we restrict our attention to what happens during the communication of application-level data, as opposed to during the exchange of a protocol's control packets. Table 1 shows that most of the protocols we survey intend to transmit identical data packets. One reason might be that the papers that made synchronous transmissions popular (e.g., [26, 36] ) focused on exploiting non-destructive effects when identical packets collide. Example → PEASST: A notable example of a protocol that transmits only identical data packets is PEASST [55] . It enables point-to-point data transfers by exploiting low-power probing (LPP) to wake up the network before data communication. LPP uses a three-way handshake to establish a connection between senders and intended receivers. Receivers wake up periodically and send probe messages to indicate their availability to receive data. A sender waiting for a specific receiver to wake up reacts to this probe by sending a reply that includes the address of the intended destination and forces nodes that receive it to keep their radios on. The intended receiver finally confirms the reception of the message from the sender and data exchange can start.
Identical.
The handshake between receivers and senders allows the protocol to determine which subset of nodes must stay awake for a specific sender-receiver pair to communicate, similar to CXFS [15] and LaneFlood [14] . Using this mechanism, PEASST can, in principle, enable different sender-receiver pairs to communicate concurrently, whereas each data transfer is mapped onto floods of identical data packets. This differentiates PEASST from approaches like Mixer [80] and Chaos [65] , which intentionally let different data packets overlap both temporally and spatially in the network. Completing the picture. Glossy and most protocols that build on it fall into this category. For instance, although in LWB multiple nodes may initiate a Glossy flood in the same contention slot (see Sec. 3.1.3), the transmitted packets carry control information. By contrast, the first slot of each pair in Crystal is intended for the transmission of application-level data (see Sec. 3.1.4), and thus Crystal falls into the other category. Other noteworthy examples are protocols exploiting pipelined flooding, such as P 3 [21] and Pando [23, 24] . Using these protocols, different data packets co-exist spatially in the network, but those that temporally overlap at a receiver are always identical. Thus, these protocols aim to meet the tight timing requirements of constructive interference (see Sec. 2).
Different.
A number of very recent protocols use synchronous transmissions of different data packets. These protocols are subject to the looser timing requirements of the capture effect, yet they must be cautious about the number of synchronous transmitters to meet the power requirements. Example → Mixer: A protocol that lets different data packets occur in synchronous transmissions is Mixer [42, 80] . In the very beginning of a Mixer round, nodes transmit only the original messages. However, as soon as nodes receive more messages from their neighbors, they start transmit linear combinations of multiple original messages. To do so, nodes mix packets using random linear network coding (RLNC) [1, 44] . Since each node randomly, independently decides which packets to mix, nodes generally transmit different packets. A successful reception of these packets is still possible because of the capture effect, as the transmissions are sufficiently well synchronized and Mixer steers the number of synchronous transmitters based on short-lived information about a node's neighborhood. Nodes can decode the original messages from the received, mixed packets using the coding vectors embedded in the packet headers, which indicate what messages are coded together. In this way, Mixer approaches the order-optimal scaling with the number of messages to be exchanged in a many-to-many fashion across dynamic wireless mesh networks. Completing the picture. Codecast [84] also provides many-to-many communication, but uses Fountain coding instead of RLNC, leading to a different scaling behavior. Nodes in Chaos [65] send uncoded messages in a slotted fashion like in Mixer or Codecast, yet combine data from different nodes according to a merge operator. ByteCast [97] uses a packet concatenation scheme to compact small amounts of data from multiple neighboring nodes into a single packet.
Reliability Mechanisms
As described in Sec. 2, the high reliability of synchronous transmission based protocols cannot be explained by sender diversity alone. In addition, receiver diversity occurs whenever a transmission is overheard by more than one node, regardless of the number of senders. Further, all protocols we survey leverage one or multiple of the following mechanisms to achieve high reliability:
• local (i.e., one-hop) or end-to-end packet retransmissions;
• channel hopping to exploit frequency diversity;
• network coding for increased resilience to packet loss at the same communication costs. Table 1 use packet retransmissions (see Table 1 ), albeit in vastly different flavors as discussed below. Retransmissions exploit temporal diversity: If a transmission failed, then chances are that some time later the retransmission may not suffer from the same effect that caused the previous one to fail. Example → Probabilistic reliability guarantees: Zimmerling et al. [138] explore the analytical modeling of LWB to predict long-term energy consumption and to provide probabilistic reliability guarantees. This is feasible because of two main reasons. First, unlike link-based protocols, LWB's protocol logic is independent of the time-varying network state (link qualities, neighbor tables, etc.), so the network dynamics play no role in the modeling. Second, the authors show empirically that, unlike link-based transmissions, packet losses and receptions in Glossy can be faithfully characterized by a series of independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) Bernoulli trials. Later confirmed by a theoretical study [57] , this property enables simple, yet accurate analytical models.
Retransmissions. Despite very few exceptions, all communication protocols in
To give probabilistic reliability guarantees, Zimmerling et al. extend the original LWB scheduler in a setting where the host is also the sink. At the end of each round, the scheduler allocates missing [22] ). Splash creates parallel pipelines over multiple paths that cover all the nodes in the network, based on a routing tree previously established by an existing data collection protocol. packets another slot in the next round, up to k max times. This is taken at the sources as an implicit acknowledgment that the sink has not received the corresponding packet, requiring an end-to-end retransmission. As the Bernoulli property holds, it is easy to derive an appropriate k max value for all streams given a desired end-to-end reliability, as determined by application requirements [138] . Completing the picture. A number of protocols use the same flavor of end-to-end retransmissions, including Crystal [47, 48] , Choco [116] , and WTSP [115] . These protocols and many others based on synchronous transmissions also benefit from local (i.e., one-hop) retransmissions; for example, in Glossy [36] , RedFixHop [32] , or Zippy [110] every node in the network opportunistically retransmits a packet up to a certain number of times. Local retransmissions may also be triggered by an explicit request as used in Codecast [84] , Mixer [42, 80] , or Splash [22] to collect a few packets that some nodes still miss toward the end of a many-to-many or one-to-all communication phase.
Channel
hopping. This is a common technique to address sources of unreliability, such as interference from co-located networks and background noise [11] , through frequency diversity: While one channel may be affected by such phenomena, likely other channels are less affected [94] . Example → Splash: The Splash protocol [22] uses pipelined Glossy floods for fast and reliable dissemination of large data objects (e.g., a program image). The source divides the data object into multiple smaller packets. Nodes at the same hop distance from the source form a layer, and every other layer simultaneously transmits a different packet, as shown in Fig. 5 . This way, Splash creates parallel pipelines over multiple paths that cover all the nodes in the multi-hop network.
Inspired by the pipelined transmission scheme from [94] , membership of a node to a layer is decided based on an existing routing tree created by a traditional link-based data collection protocol (e.g., [38] ). Splash assumes that such collection protocol runs between the dissemination phases, and the root of the tree is taken as the dissemination source. A pre-determined channel assignment that maps a layer to a channel is distributed prior to each dissemination round. Consecutive layers in the pipeline are assigned the same channel, whereas channel changes across the pipeline employ no adjacent channels. This makes Splash reduce internal interference, support deeper pipelines, and work around interference that extends across several hops. In addition, Splash also incorporates a scheme to reduce the number of transmitters in areas with a high node density, opportunistic overhearing of transmitted packets in the same layer, and XOR coding of packets (see Sec. 3 
.4.3).
Completing the picture. Several synchronous transmission based data dissemination and bulktransfer protocols, which need to transmit multiple packets from the same source, use a similar channel-hopping approach in combination with pipelined Glossy-like flooding, such as Ripple [132] , Pando [23, 24] , and P 3 [21] . BlueFlood [4] performs channel hopping while flooding a single packet: Every node switches to a new channel in each time slot within a flood according to a network-wide hopping sequence, which covers all 40 channels available in Bluetooth 5. Instead, the extended version of Crystal [48] changes channel from one Glossy flood to the next, but not within a flood.
Network coding.
Rather than forwarding messages as independent units through the network, communication protocols using network coding deal with packets that are combinations of multiple messages [1] . To this end, senders, receivers, and relay nodes encode and decode packets, depending on the network-coding technique used. In general, network coding helps achieve higher throughput or higher reliability (or a middle ground) at the same communication costs compared to the noncoding case. It has been found that network coding is particularly suitable for wireless and sensor networks, for example, due to the broadcast and lossy nature of the wireless medium [37, 58] . Example → Pando: Similar to Splash [22] , Pando [23, 24] disseminates large data objects using pipelined Glossy floods. Instead of distributing the original messages that constitute the data object, the source injects encoded packets built by encoding a specific number of randomly selected original packets. All other nodes relay and incrementally decode these packets as they arrive, using a variant of the Gaussian elimination algorithm. Nodes recover the data object when they receive as many linearly-independent linear combinations as there are original messages. Afterward, Pando uses a silence-based feedback scheme to inform the source that the dissemination process can stop. Unlike Splash, where nodes use different channels but stay on a specific one for an entire dissemination round, nodes in Pando switch channel on a per-packet basis to better adapt to channel variations. Completing the picture. Only a few other communication protocols exist in the literature that combine synchronous transmissions with different forms of network coding. While Pando [23, 24] leverages Fountain coding, Splash [22] uses XOR coding and Ripple [132] uses a Reed-Solomon code for fast and reliable one-to-all data dissemination. Codecast [84] and Mixer [42, 80] target fast, reliable many-to-many communication, using Fountain coding and RLNC, respectively. Both protocols exploit feedback from neighbors, enabling a sender to build encoded packets that are likely useful for its neighbors, that is, help toward a fast completion of the many-to-many exchange.
Network State
Whether the logic of a protocol relies on information about the state of the network is a key factor determining the protocol's ability to adapt to changes resulting from moving or failing nodes, timevarying external interference, etc. Traditional link-based protocols maintain network state to avoid packet collisions, for example, by scheduling transmissions between individual sender-receiver pairs based on information about a node's one-hop neighbors and the quality of the links between the node and its neighbors. Instead, synchronous transmissions embrace packet collisions, enabling the design of communication protocols that maintain no network state at all. Nevertheless, the design space of existing protocols is diverse, motivating us to distinguish protocols whose logic
• is independent of any information about the network state, referred to as none;
• depends on static network state information that is not updated by the protocol;
• depends on dynamic network state information that is updated by the protocol.
We note that while a protocol's logic may be independent of the network state, its performance always depends on the network state. For example, the time and energy needed to transmit a packet from one node to another inevitably depends on the current hop distance between the two nodes.
3.5.1 None. Protocols in this class are oblivious of the network state, allowing them to seamlessly operate in the presence of significant network and environment dynamics. Example → BlueFlood: The work on BlueFlood [4] explores through controlled experiments the applicability of synchronous transmissions to the physical layer of Bluetooth 5 and the impact of several factors, from time offsets to packet contents. The authors then build on these insights and propose a Glossy-like one-to-all protocol that maintains no network state. Different from Glossy, every node in BlueFlood performs a certain number of back-to-back synchronous transmissions after receiving a packet, which increases efficiency compared with Glossy, and switches channel after each transmission and reception for increased reliability, as discussed in Sec. 3.4.2. The nodes must keep track of round and slot numbers to follow the global channel hopping sequence, yet this kind of state only depends on the progression of time and not on the time-varying network state. Completing the picture. Looking at Table 1 , we find that many of the communication protocols we survey maintain no network state. All of them adopt some form of synchronous transmission based one-to-all flooding, either individually to transmit a single packet [32, 36, 110] or in a series to transmit multiple packets [34, 111-113, 115, 116, 138, 139] . The only exception is Chaos [65] , where nodes transmit different packets in a slotted fashion for all-to-all comunication.
Static.
A few protocols operate on network state information that is assumed to be static for extended periods of time and not updated by the protocol itself. One of the goals of these protocols is to limit the number of nodes involved in flooding a given packet to improve efficiency. Example → SCIF: The Spine Constructive Interference-based Flooding (SCIF) protocol [123, 124] applies graph algorithms to identify a backbone to funnel packets through. The authors observe analytically that involving all nodes in the flooding creates reliability problems as the number of synchronous senders increases. To address this issue, SCIF determines a network spine, a subset of the nodes showing specific topological characteristics that act as a backbone for the flooding. Unlike in Glossy, nodes outside of the spine remain silent after receiving a packet. This results in fewer synchronous senders, improving reliability according to the author's analytical results.
To determine the spine, SCIF assumes that node locations are known a priori and do not change over time. With this information, and assuming a unit-disk graph model with known communication range, the network topology is mapped to a graph structure. The spine is determined by dividing the resulting graph in smaller cells with a known ratio to the communication range, and by enforcing cells to form a connected sub-graph through at most one link between adjacent cells. Any change in the physical network topology, especially due to node mobility, would break SCIF's functioning. Completing the picture. Splash [22] and Pando [23, 24] do tolerate network state changes, but only between data dissemination phases, which can take a few tens of seconds or even longer for a program image. Both protocols rely on a tree topology, maintained by another collection protocol, which must remain intact throughout the protocol execution, as described in Sec. 3.4.2. None of the two protocols adapts the tree topology to network state changes during the data dissemination.
3.5.3
Dynamic. Protocols exist that seek to improve performance by leveraging network state, which they update dynamically to ensure that it is consistent with the physical network topology.
Example → P 3 : The Practical Packet Pipeline (P 3 ) protocol [21] is similar to Splash, yet optimized for one-to-one bulk transfer. Noting the same reliability problems in dense scenarios reported in earlier works [22, 123] , P 3 exploits a sub-group of nodes that form a set of node-distinct paths of a given hop length, connecting source and destination. Based on knowledge of the network topology, obtained at a base station during a discovery phase, P 3 uses depth-first search to find the largest set of available node-distinct paths of a given hop length. If no such path exists, the procedure repeats by increasing the desired hop length until a minimum number of node-distinct paths is found. All nodes that do not lie on such paths do not participate in the data transfexr. The selection of node-distinct paths is then communicated to the nodes before the bulk transfer commences. The operation of P 3 is therefore a function of how accurate is the topology information used to identify the node-distinct paths. For example, if a node moves between the time topology information is acquired and the bulk transfer commences, the node-distinct paths are no longer guaranteed to feature the same characteristics. As in Splash, transmissions are pipelined over multiple channels to achieve high throughput. In addition, the receiver uses negative acknowledgements (NACKs) to notify the sender of missing packets, thus ensuring reliable transfer of bulk data. Completing the picture. Other protocols including CXFS [15] , LaneFlood [14] , and Spleeping Beauty [100] also exploit hop counts and link qualities dynamically collected during a discovery phase. The ability to still tolerate node mobility and other dynamics relies on the time span over which such network state must remain consistent. For example, nodes in Mixer [42, 80] keep a short history of what happened in the last couple of slots during a many-to-many communication phase to make informed protocol decisions, yet the time span of the history (tens of milliseconds) is so short that nodes moving at a speed of 60 km/h do not affect the protocol's performance [42] 
SYNCHRONOUS TRANSMISSIONS IN NETWORK SERVICES
The use of synchronous transmissions extends beyond the design and implementation of communication protocols. The literature includes a range of network services employing synchronous transmissions for a variety of purposes. We broadly categorize these works in the following classes, and provide a representative from the existing literature to make the discussion concrete. Table 2 comprehensively lists the works we discuss here, along with their classification.
Consensus
Many communication protocols based on synchronous transmissions implement a form of synchronous behavior to coordinate operations and employ network-wide flooding to distribute application information. These features incidentally bring the system one step closer to the synchronous broadcast model that traditional distributed systems literature builds upon [10] . Functionality such as virtual synchrony [35] , two-and three-phase commit [3] , as well as Paxos agreement [90] become possible as a result. Notably, prior to the emergence of synchronous transmissions, literature argued that achieving these functionality in low-power wireless networks was exceedingly difficult [108] . Example → A 2 : The Agreement-in-the-Air (A 2 ) protocol [3] provides a means to reach networkwide consensus, for example, as implemented using two-and three-phase commit, based on synchronous transmissions. It supports applications with low-latency and reliable data delivery requirements. A 2 builds on a synchronous transmission kernel called Synchrotron, which extends the Chaos [65] protocol with high-precision synchronization, time-slotted operation, a networkwide scheduler, frequency hopping, multiple parallel channels, and security features.
On top of Synchrotron, A 2 builds a voting protocol used to implement two-and three-phase commit, functionality for consistent group membership, and reliable primitives for nodes to join Table 2 . Overview of surveyed network services using synchronous transmissions, classified according to the kind of service they provide. Approaches marked in bold are those described as the representative example of their own service class.
System
Service class Discussion Virtus [35] Consensus Sec. 4.1 A 2 [3] Consensus Paxos Made Wireless [90] Consensus DRP [51] Time-bounded coordination Sec. 4.2 TTW [50] Time-bounded coordination DMH [126] Time synchronization
Sec. 4.3
Reverse flooding [117] Time synchronization TATS [76] Time synchronization PulseSync [70, 71] Time synchronization SurePoint [59] Localization Sec. 4.4 Chorus [17] Localization SnapLoc [40] Localization A-MAC [26] [27] [28] Medium access Sec. 4.5
NDI-MAC [78]
Medium access PiP [137] Medium access Aligner [77] Medium access TriggerCast [122] Per-hop reliability Sec. 4.6 CIRF [130] Per-hop reliability Disco [125] Per-hop reliability Backcast [28] Collision resolution Sec. 4.7
Strawman [88]
Collision resolution Stairs [56] Collision resolution POC/POID [129] Collision resolution and leave the network. Applications use A 2 to reliably agree on, for example, cryptographic keys, channel-hopping sequences, or actuator commands, even in the presence of node or link failures. The authors demonstrate that A 2 incurs in a 475 ms latency to complete a two-phase commit over 180 nodes in the presence of unreliable links. This comes at an energy cost that does not exceed a 0.5% duty cycle for 1-minute intervals. When adding controlled node failures, they also show that two-phase commit as implemented by A 2 ensures transaction consistency, while three-phase commit provides liveness at the cost of possible inconsistency in specific failure scenarios.
Time-bounded Coordination
Existing literature also aims at capitalizing on the synchronous behavior at the root of many communication protocols using synchronous transmissions by extending the corresponding semantics to application-level functionality [50, 51] . Especially whenever real-time requirements are at stake, the ability to comprehensively cater for timing aspects across application and network, and in a distributed fashion, allows systems to operate on a single clock reference. This enables better resource utilization and more accurate scheduling. Example → TTW: Jacob et al. [50] design a system that operates across the stack, from application down to individual packet transmissions, in an attempt to bring the operation of a low-power wireless network as close as possible to that of a wired field bus. To this end, three issues are to be solved: i) dedicated scheduling techniques need to be devised to match the round-based execution used in low-power wireless to reduce energy consumption, ii) pre-computed schedules must be determined as computing schedules entirely at run-time may be prohibitive because of resource and time constraints, and iii) adaptive mechanisms are to be created to cope with wireless dynamics and changing requirements.
Using Integer Linear Programming (ILP) techniques, Jacob et al. formally specify and solve the scheduling problem across distributed application tasks, messages flowing in the network, and communication rounds. The corresponding solution guarantees application timings to be within stated application requirements, minimizes end-to-end latency across the data flows between application tasks, and ensures safety in terms of conflict-free communication, also in the presence of packet losses. Time-Triggered-Wireless (TTW) is a system design that incorporates the solution to the scheduling problem, therefore aiming at fulfilling staple requirements of distributed applications running on low-power wireless networks, such as reliability, timing predictability, reduced application-level end-to-end latency, energy efficiency, and runtime adaptability. The formulation and solution to the scheduling problem, as well as the TTW design, build on top of LWB [34] , as they inherit its round-based operation and the use of a host node for coordination.
The evaluation is based on simulations obtained with time and energy models and aim at quantitatively measuring the minimal latency attainable across application tasks and the energy savings obtained from round-based communication. The results indicate, for example, a minimum latency of 50 ms in a 4-hop network using 5 communication slots. The authors expect the simulation results to be on par with the actual performance of a concrete implementation, based on the quantitative observations obtained from synthetic models of LWB [138] .
TTW has been instrumental for the first work that demonstrates fast feedback control and coordination with closed-loop stability guarantees over real multi-hop low-power wireless networks [79] , provding global schedules for application and communication tasks with negligible end-to-end jitter and minimum end-to-end latency also for multi-mode CPS [7] .
Time Synchronization
Leveraging the synchronization already required among synchronous senders to reap the benefits described in Sec. 2, many communication protocols based on synchronous transmissions already provide a form of time synchronization [22, 36] . Works exist that take this one step further, and focus exclusively on employing synchronous transmissions to achieve accurate system-wide time synchronization [70, 71, 76, 117, 126] . Example → Reverse flooding: Terraneo et al. [117] build on the observation that an accurate implementation of synchronous transmissions for network-wide flooding must also remove time inaccuracies at MAC layer. This is necessary to retain the temporal alignment of synchronous transmitters, as discussed in Sec. 3.1. As a result, the challenge of time synchronization moves from accurate local timestamping at MAC layer, as seen in previous literature [31] , to the estimation of network propagation delays, which were previously considered a secondary issue.
To tackle this issue, Terraneo et al. design a compensation technique to account for such delays in a setting with one clock reference. The core of their solution lies in identifying the predecessor set of every node in the network during flooding, and then performing per-hop propagation delay measurements similar to round-trip estimations. The resulting measurements are employed to infer a cumulated delay distribution used to estimate the propagation delays at every hop.
Experimental evidence obtained using CC2520 transceivers and Cortex M3 MCUs in a variety of configurations indicates that their network propagation delay technique allows to cancel up to 95% of the error induced by propagation delays for a generic clock synchronization scheme. This allows allows Glossy-like time synchronization schemes to achieve sub-microsecond clock synchronization. [27] ). The packet transmission on the left only includes a single sender. In the packet transmission on the right, the synchronous transmission of hardware auto acknowledgements allows the receiver to correctly decode the answer to the probe packet. A new contention window allows both senders to eventually transmit their packet.
Localization
Works exist that employ synchronous transmissions to assist the localization in space [17, 40, 59] . In these cases, synchronous transmissions become a stepping stone to the development of protocols coordinating the ranging operation. The resulting time-slotted execution allows the system to localize different tags at different points in time. Example → SurePoint: Kempke et al. [59] present a system providing decimeter-accurate localization based on the time-of-arrival information provided by ultra-wide-band (UWB) radios, improved by frequency and polarization diversity through multiple communication channels and multiple antennas.
Compared to earlier works in RF-based localization [82] , SurePoint takes a step further by supporting the simultaneous localization of multiple tags. As localization of a single UWB tag requires exclusive access to the radio spectrum, the authors borrow the idea of time-triggered mutually-exclusive operation of LWB [34] , described in Sec. 3.1. In essence, SurePoint replicates LWB's scheduling technique over UWB radios to determine what single tag is being localized at a given point in time, similar to the way LWB grants exclusive access to a single source at a time. Procedures for joining the network, reaching and maintaining steady-state operation, and leaving the network are also provided, similar to LWB.
The authors demonstrate that SurePoint can handle up to 10 tags simultaneously with no impact on localization accuracy, reaching steady-state operation in only 10 seconds even when all tags enter the system at the same time. Similar to LWB, however, the authors observe that scheduling tag localization in a exclusive-access manner scales linearly with the number of tags, which may eventually cause scalability problems. This is an effect of the bus-like scheduling that the use of synchronous transmissions often leads to, as observed in multiple occasions [35, 138] .
Medium Access
A form of synchronous transmissions is sometimes employed at the MAC level to achieve efficient coordination within a single hop [26, 27, 77, 78, 137] . In this setting, synchronous transmissions allow one to implement quick rendezvous operations in an energy-efficient way.
Example → A-MAC: Dutta et al. [26, 27] present a receiver-initiated MAC protocol that, unlike previous MAC protocols of the same kind, employs a form of synchronous transmissions to coordinate the probing receiver with the impeding sender(s). The basic A-MAC operation, shown in Fig. 6 , requires a potential sender to first listen for a probe packet from the intended receiver, then acknowledge the frame using the 802.15.4 hardware automatic acknowledgments, then pause for a short random delay, and finally transmit the data packet if the channel is clear.
The key lies in the use of automatic hardware acknowledgements. The 802.15.4 standard precisely dictates the content and format of such acknowledgement, as well as the time that it is generated after an application packet with the hardware acknowledgment bit set is received. Such a time is enforced in hardware by any 802.15.4-compliant radio chip. As a result, all nodes within the neighborhood of their intended receiver synchronously generate the acknowledgment. Even if multiple such acknowledgments are generated, they are all identical and aligned in time; therefore, they interfere non-destructively and the receiver can decode its content with high probability.
This mechanism, called backcast [28] and shown in action on the right in Fig. 6 , is crucial in A-MAC, as it is the basis for the protocol to decide whether a receiver needs to stay awake as at least one impeding transmission exists, or the radio can be turned off. Compared to how the same decision is taken in previous receiver-initiated MAC protocols, the use of synchronous transmissions in backcast results in quicker, more energy efficient, and more accurate operation. The latter holds particularly in the case of multiple senders, which would otherwise generate temporal misaligned responses to the probe packet that would be impossible to decode, preventing the receiver from understanding that a transmission is about to arrive.
Per-hop Reliability
Synchronous transmissions are also employed as a drop-in replacement for link-based transmissions in the context of protocol designs that would equally employ the latter [122, 125, 130] . Here, singlehop protocol interactions are adapted to make them compatible with synchronous transmissions without altering the traditional multi-hop protocol operation or its API. Example → Cirf: Yu et al. [130] design a network-wide flooding protocol that employs a modified version of the RI-MAC protocol [109] . In an low-power wireless network using RI-MAC, it is likely the case that multiple nodes wait for the same neighbor to wake up when flooding. In the original RI-MAC, contending transmitters cause collisions and a dedicated backoff mechanism is put in place to remedy this issue. This increases packet retransmissions and latency, and is thus detrimental to energy consumption; yet, the authors observe that when these issues manifest because of network-wide flooding, the colliding packets likely carry at least the same payload.
To improve performance in this specific setting, the authors take advantage of the implicit time synchronization provided by RI-MAC's beacon packet within the one-hop neighborhood, and temporally align transmissions from multiple neighbors to leverage constructive interference, in addition to capture effect, for at least part of a packet, that is, the application payload. A node then sleeps only whenever all its neighbors received the current packet. This condition cannot be detected by only looking at application payloads; therefore, Cirf employs an ad-hoc packet header designed to retain the same structure across different neighbors, and thus also enjoying the benefits of constructive interference in addition to capture effect.
Collision Resolution
The literature includes works that use synchronous transmissions to realize efficient collision resolution mechanisms [28, 56, 88, 129] . In this case, synchronous transmissions are not employed to transmit actual application data, but to implement a signaling protocol invisible to upper layers. Fig. 7 . Strawman operation (taken from [88] ). Upon detecting a collision, a receiver triggers synchronous transmissions of Collision packets from potential senders. Without concretely decoding the packet, a receiver uses the length of such packets to resolve contention.
Example → Strawman: Österlind et al. [88] present a collision resolution mechanism for receiverinitiated MAC protocols. Fig. 7 illustrates its operation.
Upon detecting a data collision, the receiver sends a Collision reqest packet. The senders interpret this packet as the beginning of a Strawman round, and contend for the channel by synchronously transmitting a Collision packet of random length. The receiver does not attempt to decode the packet; it only needs to estimate the length of the longest Collision packet by sampling the received signal strength. The receiver then broadcasts a Decision packet containing the longest measured length, implicitly informing the corresponding transmitter that it is now granted access to the channel.
While the selected transmitter transfers the Data packet, the other contenders remain silent, as they also recognized not to be given channel access based on the information in the Decision packet. The subsequent Collision reqest broadcast by the receiver both initiates a new Strawman round and acknowledges the previous Data packet. In the case that several contenders have chosen the same random length and their Data packets have collided, the receiver sends another Collision reqest packet to initiate a new Strawman round. This process repeats until all contenders have successfully sent their Data packets.
In Strawman, it is therefore merely the temporal alignment of Collision packets that ultimately allows the synchronously transmitted packet to carry some information, without the receiver concretely decoding the packets. Similar to A-MAC, the impact on the system's performance materializes as quicker and more energy-efficient operation compared to alternative approaches for contention resolution [53] .
RESEARCH AGENDA
Despite the existing body of work, the features of synchronous transmissions and their impact on the design of communication protocols and network services constantly bear new research directions. We make here a brief account of those, eliciting open problems and standing issues.
Network Stack and Operation
The design of a network stack based on synchronous transmissions is largely yet to be explored. The protocols and services in this article represent individual prototypes, but research to consolidate and integrate those efforts into a modular, full-fledged stack that exploits the characteristics of synchronous transmissions with a well-defined API is limited. There is likely no one-size-fits-all solution. However, to best serve emerging CPS and IoT applications, research should aim for a dependable, secure, and adaptive stack that supports dynamic networks and provides provable guarantees on performance and functional properties. Such stack currently does not exist; however, it is a challenging, yet realistic goal given the recent achievements in the field.
A notable effort in this direction is Baloo, a framework for the design of low-power wireless stacks based on synchronous transmissions [49] . At the core of Baloo is a middleware layer that allows one to compose multiple synchronous transmissions primitives, while hiding low-level interrupt, timer, and radio control from protocol designers. An additional question, however, arises:
What are the trade-offs between performance, functionality, and the number of synchronous transmissions primitives underneath?
Exploration in this area may be pushed as far as providing networking, localization, and time synchronization using a single physical layer and synchronous transmissions primitive, such as one-to-all flooding over ultra-wideband radios [59, 120] . If multiple primitives are used, the increase in complexity may not necessarily justify the additional flexibility or performance improvements.
Most multi-hop protocols using synchronous transmissions also operate in a slotted fashion. The network-wide slot grid emerges as the transmissions of neighboring devices must be aligned in time. Protocols that rely on capture effect typically use explicit software routines to establish and maintain the slot grid [42, 84] , while those exploiting constructive interference exclusively rely on hardware interrupts [23, 36] .
The network-wide slot grid serves as a global, shared timeline for scheduling the distributed protocol operation: In every slot, each node transmits, listens/receives, or turns off the radio. Despite the key role, mechanisms to establish and maintain the slot grid are often best effort and poorly understood. Although the nominal slot length is known to each node, the nodes must keep the slot grid in a fully distributed fashion, that is, with no central reference clock, despite varying clock offsets across nodes. This setting is different from most time synchronization protocols, where all nodes synchronize with a specified reference node. Further issues are thus worth exploring:
Is it possible to design and formally analyze a mechanism that guarantees all nodes stick to the slot grid within a certain tolerance range, despite network dynamics and as the number of nodes, number of slots, or topological network features vary?
The problem resonates with recent work on self-organizing pulse-coupled oscillator synchronization [60] and synchronization in networks of phase-locked loops [91] . Therefore, we ask:
Are practical mechanisms based on those theories feasible, and can such an approach enable formal guarantees on convergence and synchronization accuracy?
A carefully-designed slotting mechanism is a prerequisite for building a dependable and efficient network stack, and may elicit important bounds on, for example, network diameter and slot length.
Networking Abstractions
Wireless communications are, by their very nature, broadcast: The information carried by the radio waves may be received by all devices within communication range. However, the vast majority of today's networks, from (low-power) wireless local area networks to the Internet, is based on point-to-point interactions. Multicast and broadcast communication are only used for specific tasks, such as device discovery and data replication.
By contrast, synchronous transmissions break away from the point-to-point abstraction. Several solutions in Sec. 3 adopt a form of broadcast-only communication model: every message may be received by all other nodes in the (multi-hop) network. As discussed in Sec. 4.1, the combination of this and network-wide time synchronization narrows the gap between low-power wireless systems and traditional distributed ones, where a large body of exiting literature applies [10] . This enabled network-wide agreement [3] and consensus [90] as well as hard real-time [139] , virtual-synchrony [35] , and closed-loop stability guarantees [79] . These are desirable functionality in the target application, which appeared out of reach in low-power wireless given their dynamic nature and resource constraints [107] . This poses a key question: Is the broadcast model a better abstraction for future low-power wireless networking using synchronous transmissions, or what other abstractions may reap the most benefits from synchronous transmissions?
We argue that future research should reconsider this aspect in light of broadcast-only communication and network-wide synchronization. For example, Tschudin [118] points out the tight relationship between the broadcast model and replicated append-only logs: a data structure where every node keeps a full log of all packets ever sent by a given source. In an analogy with interpreting communication between two processes over a pipe as appending to a FIFO buffer, replicated appendonly logs may allow to "... replace networking with arbitrary data packets by networking with coherent data structures" [118] . Barring memory limitations on the target platform, implementing replicated append-only logs appears feasible using synchronous transmissions, by relying on the property that each node may receive every message. This may pave the way to the principled design and efficient implementation of a fully decentralized network stack that does not require central entities and is fault-tolerant under non-Byzantine conditions, including message losses, network partitions, and node failures.
Further examples are distributed shared memory [19] and the synchronous semantics underlying languages such as Lustre and Giotto [8] , which may raise the level of abstraction for developers and allow them to reason about timing properties. The networking and system-level mechanisms required to efficiently implement those semantics should inform the design of the network stack and communication protocols. Putting those mechanisms in place would equate to providing access to a large body of prior work in distributed, embedded, and real-time systems that hitherto remained applicable only to conventional networks, enabling a better understanding and even formal verification of low-power wireless systems. Existing work shows that synchronous transmissions simplify accurate protocol modeling [138] , which is often needed for verification.
On the other hand, broadcast-only communication and provisioning for the abstractions above may not be suitable for all applications, and scalability in terms of number of devices and traffic load may be a concern. The other side of the coin prompts us to ask:
What are the application facets that make would such a decentralized approach appropriate, given the achievable consistency model, performance, and timing guarantees may be different compared with a centralized approach?
A better understanding of the conceptual and practical trade-offs between broadcast-only and point-to-point interactions, along with their breakeven point in real networks, if any, may be informed by recent theoretical results [5, 41] .
Implications of Physical-layer Features on Protocol Design
The works in this article indicate some of the potential of using synchronous transmissions instead of (or alongside with) link-based transmissions to design protocols with unprecedented functionality, performance, and efficiency. As the community broadens its understanding of lower-level questions, such as why and under what conditions synchronous transmissions work for an increasing number of low-power wireless physical layers and receiver architectures [6], the corresponding insights may have profound implications on the design of higher-level communication protocols and network services. The problem is multi-faceted. Physical-layer phenomena. It is important to examine how low-power wireless receivers benefit from constructive interference versus different phenomena, such as capture effect. Orthogonal to this, the effects of spatio-temporal diversity also warrant further investigations.
Based on current literature, we know that as the transmit bitrate of the physical layer increases, it becomes more and more difficult to meet the timing condition of constructive interference. For example, using Wi-Fi as physical layer, the incoming signals at a receiver must be aligned to within a few nanoseconds, that is, a fraction of the symbol length. To meet such stringent timing constraints, special hardware and accurate network state information are a necessity, for example, to compensate for different propagation delays [93] . A key question therefore arises:
Despite the added complexity, is it possible to employ constructive interference in networks with mobile entities or in deep networks with a diameter of more than a few hops?
Even for low-rate physical layers, such as IEEE 802.15.4, it is unclear whether and to what extent the timing conditions of constructive interference are met beyond the second hop, for example, during a Glossy flood. Sophisticated experimental setups are needed to investigate this question as currently available testbeds such as FlockLab [75] do not typically provide the required synchronization accuracy. We conjecture that ideas from time-of-flight-aware time synchronization [76] may help increase the chances that nodes benefit from constructive interference.
Nonetheless, several arguments suggest to design protocols that exclusively build upon the capture effect. Compared with constructive interference, the capture effect is more general and has significantly looser timing conditions, corresponding to the length of the packet preamble. This simplifies protocol design and implementation, especially in light of emerging hardware platforms with higher clock rates, and also leave headroom for incorporating compute-intensive security features, such as packet encryption and authentication [3] , network coding operations [42, 84] , and other in-network processing functions [65] . Although further studies on capture thresholds and windows are needed [6], it also becomes easier to port a protocol to other platforms, to support physical layers with a higher transmit bitrate, and to run a protocol in a heterogeneous network consisting of nodes with different clock rates. About capture effect, however, we ask:
If capture is the dominating or even the only effect that enables packet reception beyond a certain hop distance, what does this mean for protocol scalability and reliability, particularly in dense networks?
On the contrary, existing multi-hop protocols that are exclusively based on the capture effect typically use some form of probabilistic decision making, for example, whether a node should transmit or stay silent, to increase the chances that the capture effect occurs [42, 65] . This makes their timing behavior non-deterministic and thus harder to predict accurately compared with other solutions that also build upon constructive interference [138, 139] . Further research into understanding and (ideally) bounding the running time of these protocols is needed, for example, to assess their applicability in hard real-time applications. Packet-level reliability. To achieve a desired reliability, many synchronous transmissions schemes opportunistically retransmit the same packet [22, 36] or use end-to-end retransmissions [35, 138] . Recent proposals exploit different forms of network coding for higher reliability and efficiency [24, 42, 84] . These techniques operate above the packet level, considering a packet an indivisible unit. Instead, mechanisms such as forward error correction (FEC), interleaving, and exploiting partially correct packets operate at a lower level and are largely unexplored in synchronous transmissions. A standing issue is therefore:
What packet-level reliability techniques may complement existing solutions above the packet level when using synchronous transmissions?
The concrete application of these mechanisms should be informed by physical-layer observations, such as the distribution and pattern of symbol errors in received packets when using synchronous transmissions [6] . Even though further research is necessary in this area too, we conjecture two possible trends. First, carrier frequency offsets among synchronous transmitters cause a change in the envelope of the received signal, because the receiver cannot simultaneously compensate against all transmitters. Depending on the magnitude of carrier frequency offsets, these envelope changes may translate into characteristic patterns in the sequence of correct and incorrect symbols. Second, one might probably observe a sloping pattern, where symbols toward the end of a packet are more likely to be corrupted than symbols at the beginning of the packet.
If the former trend is confirmed, a protocol could combine packets based on the received signal strength (RSSI): Portions of packets received with high RSSI are likely correct and could be combined to reconstruct the complete, correct packet. This approach exploits the fact that although the error patterns in two corrupt packets may be similar, the patterns are likely shifted so symbols that are corrupt in one packet are likely correct in the other packet, and vice versa.
Further, if the second hypothesis holds, a protocol could let a transmitter alternate between sending the payload bytes in forward and reverse order, so receivers can combine the (likely correct) initial portion of the received packets to reconstruct the complete, correct packet. Partial packet recovery [52] and packet combining [25] are studied in wireless networks, yet they are unexplored in synchronous transmissions, where nodes typically have multiple opportunities to receive the same packet. When using FEC, a protocol could statically or dynamically adjust the size of the code blocks and the amount of added redundancy based on the observed distribution and pattern of symbol errors. FEC would also represent a particularly good fit for synchronous transmissions schemes, where a sender often has no feedback on the successful reception of a packet by a particular node. State-of-the-art 32-bit platforms offer ample compute power to explore the integration of block or convolutional coding into the time-sensitive operation of protocols using synchronous transmissions [89] . Interpreting interfering signals. Protocols and services in this article are specifically designed for physical layers that map the interfering signals at a receiver to at most one packet. However, other interpretations of interfering signals are found in the literature, and could be exploited to enhance the capabilities and improve the performance of protocols and services using synchronous transmissions. For example, by interpreting the length and magnitude of the received signal strength, synchronous transmissions have been used for single-hop agreement [12] and counting [134] . Others have looked at disentangling the interfering signals in order to decode multiple packets, based on IEEE 802.15.4 [46, 62] , LoRa [30] , and IEEE 802.11 [39] . While received signal strength interpretations work on commodity low-power wireless platforms, existing multi-packet decoding schemes require special hardware and additional computational power, for example, a softwaredefined radio or a wall-powered gateway. An open research question is thus:
How to best leverage and integrate alternative interpretations of interfering signals into a communication protocol, and what are the end-to-end improvements at scale, for example, in terms of throughput and overall energy costs?
Recent work on low-power software-defined radios [43] could support this kind of efforts.
Integration and Standardization
Low-power wireless networks must often integrate with other systems, such as the cloud, through the Internet. One way to fulfill this requirement this is to push characteristic features of the Internet protocol suite, like asynchronous point-to-point interactions, down into low-power wireless networks by means of dedicated designs [61] . Synchronous transmissions prompt a different approach: message exchanges are synchronous and point-to-point interactions are inherently discouraged, as communication tends to be broadcast.
Besides a few works focusing on end-to-end real-time guarantees in CPS applications [50, 51] , the interfaces required for a seamless integration are largely unexplored. Therefore, we ask:
How are network functionality of a low-power wireless network using synchronous transmissions exposed to the outside world and accessed at runtime?
and also: How can a globally distributed application specify end-to-end requirements, for example, in reliability and latency, between nodes residing in different low-power wireless networks using synchronous transmissions?
A stepping stone to solve this issue may be to create a form of decoupling between the required functionality. Existing literature includes a few attempts in this direction; for example, Bolt is dual-processor platform that allows one to isolate the time-sensitive operation of synchronous transmissions from the (a)synchronous operation of applications or other networks and systems [114] . One of the processors runs the network stack using synchronous transmissions, while the other processor implements the application logic.
The question, however, is foremost relevant at the higher levels of the stack, where protocols such as MQTT or CoAP operate. Key assumptions in their designs is that multicast or broadcast communication is costly and that nodes operate asynchronously. A variant of MQTT, called MQTT-SN, accounts for the limited resources and duty-cycled operation of battery-powered devices [105] . On the contrary, synchronous transmissions enable efficient reliable broadcast communication, and requires no knowledge of per-node sleep schedules at an MQTT-SN gateway [105] . Synchronous transmissions may rather be used as building blocks for network stacks that are conceptually closer to field busses, such as CAN or FlexRay. A standing integration issue is therefore:
What interfaces and network functionality are most appropriate or required to integrate with real-time networking systems, for example, with Time-Triggered Ethernet or field busses such as CAN or FlexRay?
We believe that work on integration is essential for widespread adoption and standardization. Close collaboration with industry will be key to identify the relevant platforms, benchmarking scenarios, and standardization practices. Ideally, the identified scenarios would also serve as demonstrators, showing either functionality or performance previously unattained with existing link-based transmissions. We argue that industrial control and autonomous robotics are particularly suitable areas for initial standardization efforts, which would greatly benefit from the end-to-end guarantees and efficient performance in mobile settings enabled by synchronous transmissions [35, 79, 139] .
CONCLUDING REMARKS
This article surveys communication protocols and network services for low-power wireless systems that exploit the concept of synchronous transmissions. As synchronous transmissions on commodity off-the-shelf devices and existing low-power wireless physical layers become popular just over the past eight years, the field is relatively young, and yet it already witnessed large amounts of work. This article compares the diverse communication protocol designs in a structured way and summarizes the investigated types of network services. Together with our complementary article [6], which provides a tutorial-style introduction to the principles of synchronous transmissions and surveys existing research that aims to better understand or to improve the reliability of the basic technique, we allow newcomers to the field of synchronous transmissions to quickly obtained an overview of the foundations and of the current research art. Although the current state of the art successfully addresses several key requirements of CPS and IoT applications, including dependability, adaptability, and efficiency, further efforts are also required in several directions, ranging from understanding the implications of physical-layer features on protocol and service designs, to addressing integration and standardization issues.
